
QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES 
 

RFI NUMBER: 040-LL10 - REQUEST FOR INFORMATION FOR 
DISTRICT MEDICARE RETIREE HEALTHCARE BENEFIT PROGRAM 

 
1)  Can we obtain an updated census that provides years of service for each retiree, spouse date of birth 
and spouse plan election.  We are asking for years of service to determine the applicable FRS health 
care subsidy for each retiree.   
 

Answer:  MDCPS may elect to provide this to finalists. For purposes of your proposal, please 
make assumptions.  

 
2) The census identifies the following plans: Custom HMO, PPO and HMO.  Can you please provide a 
key that provides each Humana plan number for the Custom HMO, PPO and HMO.  
 

Answer:  The HMO is option 152 and is paired with Rx option 5.  The Custom HMO is option 939 
and is paired with Rx option 939.  The PPO plan is option 540 & 060 and is paired with Rx option 
3.   

 
3) Can you please confirm that Employer HMO(076/939) should be paired with should be paired with 
"2011 Prescription Drug Schedule Humana Group Medicare"?  If not, please clarify.   
 

Answer:  That is correct.  
 
4) For HMO 939, can we please obtain 2010 medical claims and Rx claims.  This information was not 
included on the experience report provided.  
 

Answer:  Claims experience is not available for the HMO plan.  
 
5) For HMO 152, can we please obtain 2010 medical claims and Rx claims.  This information was not 
included on the experience report provided.   
 

Answer:  Claims experience is not available for the HMO plan. 
 
6)  Can we please obtain updated 2011 experience (membership by month, CMS medical premium, CMS 
Rx premium,  member premium, medical claims and MER) for all plan options?  
 

Answer:  The most recent PPO claims experience was provided.  Please note the experience is 
on an incurred basis. 

 
7) Can we please obtain 2010 and updated 2011 experience(membership by month, CMS medical 
premium, CMS Rx premium,  member premium, medical claims and MER) for Local PPO (060Rx3)?   
 

Answer:  The most recent PPO claims experience was provided.  The experience includes plan 
PPO 540 and 060 as they are the same plan design. 

 
8) Are Medicare eligible retirees eligible for the Cigna OAP 10 and OAP 20 plans?  If so, can you please 
provide 2011 premiums for Medicare eligible retirees? 
 

Answer:  Medicare eligible retirees are not permitted to enroll in the CIGNA plans.  However, a 
retiree enrolled in the Humana Medicare plans may cover a spouse or domestic partner who is 
under 65 years of age in the CIGNA plan.   
 



9) Would you like to see a stand-alone fully-insured Part D Prescription Drug plan proposal that can be 
paired with Medicare Supplement proposal?  If yes, can you please provide proposed stand-alone Part D 
PDP plan design. 
 

Answer:  Not at this time. 


